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COMPLETIONS OF SMALL SUBCATLGORIES 
Věra TRNKOVÁ f Praha 
Completions of ca tegor ies and r e l a t e d quest ions are 
s tud ied in masny pápera , námely [1] , Í8J , [10] , [13J J 1 4 J . 
Some quest ions concerning these problems are considered a l -
so i n the present páper where a few theorems on the e x i s t e n ­
ce of a completion with given p rope r t i e s of a small subca-
tegory of a given category are proved. 
In the f i r s t pa r t of the present páper the ca t ego r i e s 
M"** and Ml" of a l l small subca tegor ies of a given 
category M and a l l t h e i r M*1"-functors oř M" - func to r s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y are defined and considered. I t i s shown t h a t 
the category S + i s not complete, S being the ca tego­
r y of a l l s e t s and a l l t h e i r mappings; even a d i r ec t ed p r e ­
sheaf need not háve a d i r e c t l i m i t i n $ * . A d e f i n i t i o n 
of an IM+ - l i m i t of a d i rec ted presheaf i n M + i s g i ­
ven so t h a t i f every d i rec ted presheaf in Bf has a d i r e c t 
l i m i t , t hen every d i r ec t ed presheaf i n H + has an IMI4*-
l i m i t . 
In the second par t of the present páper some lemmas; needed 
fo r the cons t ruc t ions of completions are proved. In the t h i r d 
par t the following r e s u l t s are proved: Let M. be & replete 
complete ca tegory , k i t s arbitrary small subcategory. Then 
there ex i s t complete subcategories K̂  , K̂  , K̂  of M 
such that k i s a f u l l subcategory of K ^ K̂  , K̂  and 
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1) the incluaion fuaotor I, : Jz, -* K 1 preaerves all 
(direct and inverae) limita (already exiating in k ); 
2) the inclusion functor TL : Kx — > M preaerves all 
limita; 
3) the incluaion functor I3 : M, —• K 3 preaerves all 
direct and the incluaion functor I 5 : K 3 —• M a
1 1 
inverse limita. 
In the fourth part we define the notion of M + C < & , V ) -
completion of a aubcategory k of a given category M t whe-
re G- ia a claaa of diagrama in k , V ia a clasa of 
diagram achemas.. M"*"(<&, V ) -completion of k is , 
roughly apeaking, the "smalleat" aubcategory K of M auch 
that every diagram in K with the achema from V haa a di-
rect limit in K t k is a full aubcategory of K and the 
incluaion functor I ; Jk, — > K preserves direct limit 
(whenever exi8ta) of every diagram from (£ (for exact de-
finition aee IV.1), Under 8ome aaaumptiona about the category 
M f the8e being aatiafied by many familiar categories, the e-
xistence of M"*"(<& , V ) -completion of every small aub-
category k of M i8 proved whenever either <G* ia an 
arbitrary claaa of collections in k and V ia an arbitrary 
clasa of discrete diagram achemas oř © ia an arbitrary 
set of diagrama in k and V ia an arbitrary claaa of dia­
gram achemas. Dualjy the notion of M ~ ("<& 7 V ) -comple­
tion is defined and considered. 
The jresent páper is written within the Bernayss-Godel aet 
theory, £51f without any further requirement, unless expressly 
statsá Conly in IV.6). The axióma of aet-theory are consistent-
ly respected and the axiom of choice ia assumed. 
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Conventions.notation and known def lni t lona ( c f . [ 2 J , 
113, [43 ,17] , [9J , [10] > t i l ] , [12 ] ) : 
I f K i s a category, then K" denotes the c l a s s of 
a l l i t s objects , and K'ww i s the c la s s of a l l i t s morph-
isms. If af b e K0' , then K(~fb) i s the se t of a l l 
morphisms of K from a to b . For oc e K Ca, <#") put 
ôo * cv, at m J& . I f oce KCo,,*-), fl> e K (fr, c ) , 
then the composition of oc and /3 i s denot ed by /S • oc . 
tfe sha l l aesume that a l l functora? are covariant unless we 
e x p l i c i t l y aay otherwise. A functor $ : K —* H i s c a l ­
led f u l l whenever $ C K > i s a f u l l subcategory of H »; 
i t is cal led fa i th fu l i f i t s r e s t r i c t i o n to every set 
K (&<, & ) i s a one-to-one mapping in the set H C$ (a, ) j 
$ C-fcO). For a € Kď denote by e^ the identity-morph-
ism of a * A category K such that K"* contains i d e n t i -
ty-morphismsj only w i l l be cal led a discrete category« A cate­
gory K such that every K(a,b) contains at most one morph-
iam i s also considered as a quaai-ordered c l a s s : cc dí & <£=£• 
<;=$ KCa,,&) + 0 ' Let J, K be categories , J 
small, 3^ : J —> K a functor; T i s termed a d ia -
flgflffi i n K , J i s cal led a fljaflram softeme-; i f j i s a q u a . 
si-ordered s e t , then P w i l l be cal led a presheaf and i f 
i oc] = 3 (cc, *ir ) 7 then FCoc) w i l l be denoted by 
*$ • i f J i s a directed s e t , then & w i l l be ca l led 
a directed presheaf: i f the category duál t o J i s a d irec -
ted s e t , then & w i l l be called an inverse preaheaf: i f J 
i s a d iscrete category, then $* w i l l be cal led a c o l l e c -
t ionŤ 
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Let $* : y —* K be a diagram in K • A eoupl© oc = 
" ^ í í ^ i j * e 3** > t * i 1 1 b e c a 3 L l e d a d i r e c t (oř 
an inverse) bound of a5" whenever a € K** and 
^ í* > ^ é ^*^ * s a na^^ai transfer mat i on of 9? in to 
the constant functor 2C : J —> K (or of JČ into 
3" ) , where X <-i ) ~ a, for a l l i € J°~ , i . e . 
^ . 6 K r i ř ř í ) , ^ ) (oř ^ e K ( T ^ ; ^ « ) ) and 
i f G> e 3 ( i , -l*) , ther <^ - ^ ^ • F(GT ) (oř 
5Y<r) • ^ *~ ^ / ; r e spec t ive ly ) ; put a * (<*>) ; 
i f $ ; K —* H i s •» functor* put $ (ot) =• 
•a < $ Ca,) 5 •{ $ O ^ ) ; i e 3*1 > . I f <x - < cu 7 { ^ • i e J*3 >, 
oč = < o!) -[qf. -7 i e J**} > Tře both direct (or inverse) 
bounds of f , then every morphism t& € K (CL7 af ) such 
that fc * *li ** \U ^ o r /# e K ( # / , Cb ) such that 
^ • fh « ^ respect ive ly) for a l l i e J ^ w i l l be 
cal led an ac -canonical morphism of cc ' • A direct (or i n ­
verse) bound <K of f ; J —* K i s cal led i t s direct 
^ o r inverse) l imi t whenever every direct Cor inverse, respec­
t i v e l y ) bound <x/ of & has exact ly one «?c -canonical 
morphism (then i t i s c a l l e d , for short^ canonical) . It OL ^ 
** ( OL* \ *L\- ; i e J ^ J > i s a direct (or inverse) l imit 
of ? , we denote i t by ob -* JtJUrrv^ & (or c t -
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . If & i s a c o l l e c t i o n , then a, * f iřW #*) 
Cor a - [MmisK #") ) w i l l be also denoted by 
O, * . V 9* (i) (or a - . / \ &CÍ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . 
A functor $ : K —* H i s said to preserve direct (or 
an inverse) l imi t of a diagram T - J —• K whenever, 
i f there e x i s t s a direct (oř an inverse) l imit oC of &* # 
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then $ (oc) i s a direct (or an inverse f respect ive ly) l i ­
mit of the diagram §> f : O —* H . **t 6 ^ (or 
G^ ) be a c lass of diagrams in K ; a functor # ; K - * H 
i s said to be G^ -rreaerving (or to be C 7 -preaar-
ving) whenever i t p?eserves direct (or inverse) l i m i t s of a l l 
diagrams from Cr̂  (or G^ ) ; i f C d (or ^ ) i s the 
c lass of a l l diagrams in K , then 9 G^ -preserving (or 
(5T -preserving) functor i s a lso said to be alf -preserving 
(or al l -preservingŤ respect ive ly ) ; a functor which i s both 
&d -preserving a id G^ -preserving i s said t o be 
( &eL y ^ i ^ -preserving* Let V be a c lass of diagram* 
y 
schemas; if K is a category, denote by K the class of 
all diagrams in K , the schéma of which belongs to V ; m 
category K is called directly (or inversely) V-completc 
whenever every diagram from K has a direct (or an inver­
se, respectively) limit in K . If V is the class of all 
diagram schemas, then a directly Cor inversely) V-complete 
category is called directl.y (or inversely, respectively) c.omp-
lete* A category which is both directly and inversely comple-
te is called comolete* 
The category of all seta and all their mappings is denoted 
by S . If q is an ordinal number, then T^ denotes the 
set of all ordinal numbers less than q • 
I. Cate^ories of subcatfigorieg. 
Iol. Definiti on« Let M be a category, let h, k be it« 
subcategories, let 1^ : M, —v M , 1^ '. M —• M 
be the inclusion functors. A couple ( <$ > cp > will be 
called an II* -functor (of h in k or from h to k ) 
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whenevěr $ ; M, —• Jk i s a functor and g> =\ g> ; CL e £v} 
i s a natural transformation from 1^ t o JL * $ * A ccu-
ple < $ , cp > w i l l be called an M" -funětor whenever 
$ : ^ —* M, is a functor and ^ ia a natural t rars -
formát ion from I. • $ to 1^ • 
Nota t ion : If < $ , y > ; J% -*Jk,, <% ^ > : M, -+ l 
are M + - functors , put < Y y > - < $ ^ > s s ř < ' y * $ ? i / * * 9 > > 
where y • Cf « -{ ^Č>(CL)' %,'? ^ e ' ^ í * I f t h e ^ a r e 
M~ ~funct ors , put < liF, T^ > • < $ ; 9 ? > » < " i ř ' $ ? 9? • iy > where 
Cf . ym {y>^. V # t o J j a e ^ J . Lvidently a l l amall subea-
t e g o r i e s of M and a l l the ir M - f unct ors (oř M"" - f unc­
tors ) form a category ' ; denote i t by H4" (oř JMI"" r e s -
p e c t i v e l y ) . 
1 .2 . If M i s a complete category, then M + may not 
be complete* 
Now we give an example: 
We show that in the category S (we r e c a l l that 
S denote« the category of a l l s e t s and a l l the ir mappings) 
• directed presheaf need not háve a direct l i m i t : Let JC 
be the directed se t of a l l pos i t ive integers with i t s natu­
ra l order; l e t {o^% A>- 0,1,... } , \Jb^ ; A* 0, 4,... } be tvuo 
one-to-one sequences, a,b be the se t s of a l l i t s members, 
l e t a +» b • Let P : Jf —v S + be the f ollowing pre­
sheaf: <?(m. ) « M^ wher* Jkf^ * { Ou, Jlr ? P 
The morphisms of M * are prec ise ly the t r i p l e s 
< <#t ? < § , 9>>? •<& > where <<$, g>>:Jk-*M. ia an M^-f unc­
t o r and analogously for Ml"" . 
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where (T ia the conatant mapping which mapa a on b0 , 
*«.<•* } * b*nW0,*-*O J if n, m € ^ , n < m f 
we deflne T s < "*& , ^q> > as followa: 
ov^o* C ^ ia the ident ica l mapping of a onto i t s e l f f 
'"'Ctf, CAr ) = Ar ,„ . Now we prove that ^ haa 
no direct l i m i t : we define two direct bounda oC 7 /& of 
T in & + : 
o c - ^ j t ^ t t , " ^ ^ /n, e ^ * " ? > where 
^ l / a { a . 7 f t / } ; « / V s { ^ g J ; >fo, has exactly one non- iden-
t i c a l morphiam & : ,&, —* <^v (which i a , of course, a 
conatant mapping); V- : M, —> Av i s a functor auch 
that ^UU (a.) » CL,n1L(fr)= fi *V,(iJ = n1L Car) ~ <£, ^ 
ia the ident ica l mapping of a onto i t s e l f , '"'Mfr i s the 
conatant mapping of b onto p • 
/S * <Z > {<*W, " V - > ', srv e JC ? > where 
Ji * { <*• u i**, i r } , •£ haa exact ly two non-identical 
morphisaa, námely o* : Q, U Ar —V Ar which ia the 
conatant mapping on b0 and g. : a, u Ar —y Ar eueh 
that q*(x) « -££ whenever x e a, g(x) » x whenever 
x e b j ^ W í J L - ^ i ia defined as fol lowe: ^ W f a ) -
fy 
ia the incluaion mapping, **«£, : ^ —*• > ia the 
- S$V -
conatant mapping on b 0 . 
Suppose that 9- has a direct l i m i t , denote i t by 
< Jfe; {<"*7,*V >; /TL € Jf*l>. Since <"*V,"V > - C m V / , V >• 
* <?n'f , ^ 9 > whenever n é m , there ia ^ * " ^ • 
' **%, a n d consequently 1£, C ^ > i s a one-point 
s e t , Denote c » T t e ) , c' * ^ Ca ) , I ř c ^ c , 
then ' " ' V O ) = * V C f ) beca»«e ^ ( r i - V « ^ i f ^ * 
JS **# . f ^ W f ) . " V . But then /3 would háve no ca-
nonicaL morphism because W (<y) 4= W (f ) . Consequent­
l y 0 íp c o Choose x 6, c - c ' • Let < líf, í̂ * > be 
the canonical morphism of oc ; then tf C .x ) may be an 
arbitrary element of y f C c J s ^ l ^ C a , ) — č t . ! •« • there 
e x i s t many canonical morphisms of <X • 
I«3 . Definition* Let M be a category, l e t h,k be i t s 
subcategories , l e t < $ 7 cp > : Jh,~* M, < % yr > ; Jh, -* M, 
be M"*"-functors. A c o l l e c t i o n -f/3^ '\ & e ^ ^ £ i s cal led 
a natural transformartion from < < f , c p > t o < ¥ , i f > 
i f i t i s a natural transformation from $ to yf and 
fl, ' cp ~ V - ^or a l l a e h . I t i s a natural equi-
valence i f a l l fl^ are isomorphisms of k . Then 
^ $ ? 9* * a n d / yr? V ^ ar« said to be náturally equi-
va lent . 
Definition* Let Z be a subcategory of h « An M*~ 
functor < <|> 9 cj> > : i i , —V f̂e w i l l be cal led ident ica l 
on ^ i f $(<*)*<* whenever oC 6 i ^ u Jť" and a l l 
o> & 6 Jtr , are identity-morphisms. It w i l l be cal led 
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i den t i ty -M* -funetor i f JL » h » k . < <$, g> > i s c a l -
led an M4*-isofunctor i f $ i s an i sofunctor and a l l <fcu 
are isomorphiams of M . Two subcategor ies k fh of M are 
sa id to be II4"-isomorphic whenever t h e r e e x i s t s an M + - i s o ­
functor of k onto h • 
Defini t ion» Let M be a ca tegory, l e t ,h f k be i t s 
s u b c a t e g o r i e s . h and k are sa id t o be ČI4"-equivalent i f 
t h e r e e x i s t s Bff4* - f u n c t o r s <<J? cf > ; h~+Jk, <*£, yr > ; Jk, —> to, 
such t h a t <Y, iy > ' < $ , 3 > > and <<$, g> > - < Y , v > 
are n a t u r a l l y equivalent wi th i den t i t y -M* -functors* 
PrOPoši t ion* Let M be a category, h, k i t s subca te ­
g o r i e s , <$9 c p > : to, - * J e ; <t)f,yr >; J & - * > L i c ^ - f u n c -
t ors such t ha t <llf, * í | r > ' < c | > 9 g > > and <<$ ̂  97 > * < *f ? 7j/- > 
are equivalent with ident i ty-M "^-functors. Then a l l 9?^ , 
a e h | and a l l 1 ^ , , b g k^ , are isomorphisms of M , 
<$ and Ý are f a i t h f u l f u l l f u n c t o r s , and the skeletona of 
h and k are M - isomorphic . 
Proof: This i s easy , 
Notě: The d e f i n i t i o n s of a n á t u r a l t ransformat ion of M »̂ 
f u n c t o r s , of an i d e n t i t y - M - - f u n c t o r , of an M~- i so func to r , 
of M~-isomorphic and M"""-equivalent subcategories; of M are 
obtained by rep lac ing M by i t s duál ca tegory . Evident ly two 
subcategor ies of M are M4*-isomorphic i f ond only if they 
are M~ -isomorphic; they are M4" - equ iva len t i f and only i f 
they are M~ -equiva len t and th i s happens i f and bnly i f t hey 
are equivalent in the sense of [8]« T M4"-isomorphic or 
M+ -equivaler i t subca tegor ies w i l l be c a l l e d simply M-isomorph-
ic oř M-equiváLent* 
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I«4 . P e f i n i t i o n . An M+-functor < $ , Cp > ' h, -* M 
w i l l be ca l l ed an epi-M+" - functor ^ P ^ ^ 4 1 JP ^ wii«n*" 
ever a 6 h ^ , c e k0" , £ ^ , JD2 e J& ($> Ca ; ? c ) ; j©^ #» Jt>A • 
Mono-M* - functor ia defined dua l ly . 
Notě; We r e c a l l that the Mac Lané'a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n - i s o -
functor R^ oí a small cotegory Z i s defined as fol lows: 
k«(a) * U Z (C , a ) ; i£ (U € Z C GL, Zr ) , then 
R^ ((Cc ) : /^ f a ) —* R\ (Zr ) i s the mapping such t ha t 
C R£ (^U ) J (-%> ) => Ĉ6 ' >> - I t i s known [3 ] t ha t R^ i s an 
isofunctor of Z onto a small subcategory t of S • But 
R* s are not only r ^p re scn ta t i ons of small ca tegor ies* They 
define in a na tura l way the functor R: C —> S 4 " of the 
category C of a l l small ca tegor ies i n to &"*" i f we put 
R (Z) « Z • i f <í> : ZM —• i i s a func to r . we put 
R (<$ ) = < y . y > where y - R, • $ • R;< , y • -
= { r A ', A 6 Tf | where, fo r A - R^ c a ) , 
^ ; c<HíT A
C c > a > ~* M'% *i<«>9«*>>) * a mapp-
ing such t h a t fA ( % > ) = $ CV) . 
Propoai t ion ; R: C •—> &"** i s a f a i t h f u l func to r . 
I f $ e C ^ , then R( $ ) i s an epi-S4" - func to r . 
Eroof: I f ^ 7 Z are small c a t e g o r i e s , $ ; Z -+ Z 
i s a func to r , R ( $ ) * < y ; y >? A * R^ Ca) € Tf , (U, 
<u/ € Z^CQCa),**) 1 then R / ^ > * V A * &£ ((&')• VA 
because these mappings háve d i s t i n c t values a t the argument 
-€a € A . R i s ev iden t ly f a i t h f u l . 
Notě: The functor DiO —> £>" with duál p r o p e r t i e a 
i s obtained as fol low*: for Z e Cr def ine the i sofunctor 
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P- i JÍ —f JL onto a 3mall subcategory of S auch t h a t 
\ta)~ exfi ( Ur Z (o,, c ) ) -; i f (U e A (CL, & ) , then \C(JL) 
i s the mapping such t h a t , i f peJ^Ca*). í Ife ((U,) J (p) 
ia the se t of a l l V € AJ Z C JÍr. c ) for which j) • 
• KJU 6 $> Cthu3 Dg i s the composition of the Mac Lané a 
r ep re sen t a t i on - i so func to r of the duál category wi th the r e s -
t r i c t i o n of the functor P~ defined in C6J). Put 1>(£) « Z; 
if § i 1^-+ Zx ? <$ € C*" , put D C $ ) ^ < y , y > vfcere 
Y * JVfc • * • J J T \ y = { ^ J A € -?/* \ where, 
l f A s Dg (a) , then WA
:^Mr^Í^A^^ ^Jsi*
 l i (cli a ) 
i s the mapping such t h a t Y (a> ) i s the s e t of a l l y> £ 
e \J Z C a / , C ) for which $ í%> ) 6 p • One may e a s i -
ly prove tha t D i C —^ S ~ ití a f a i t h f u l func tor . I f $ e 
S C"1" 7 then D( $ ) i s a mono-3*"" - func tor . 
I » 5 . Def in i t ion : Let T; CT7Ú ) —> M
+ (or y : (T ; d )-+ 
—> IMI"" ) be a directeci presheaf, T(t ) =* k, . I t s d i -
r e c t bound /S = <*.> {<*W?
 tvr > -? t € T } > w i l l be c a l -
*-ed adiTiJssible i f i t c ^ t i a f i e s the following cond i t ion : i f tQ £ 
e T7 oo, /S € Jk,t(a,£r),
toWí<x)* °Wí /S) ? t hen there e x i a t s 
t^ e T , t^ ÉL t 0 such t ha t 
toWCoc)- * '*£ *f°W((l) • V . where 5 - * W # ; 
v.fhere 
-&- = t T C £- ) , r e s p e c t i v e l y ) , 
An adiais3ible d i r e c t bound 0£ o£ f i s c a l l ed i t s /Ml"*"-
l i & i i (or Ml** - l i i i í . , r e a p e c t i vely) i f every admi3sible d i -
r ec t bound of f has exac t ly one ot -canonica l morphismo 
- £ 9 1 -
The ořems Let M be a r e p l e t e category in which every 
directed presheaf has a direct l imi t (or every inverse pre-
eheaf has an inverse l i m i t ) . Then every directed presheaf 
in Mi + (or in IMI~ ) has an IM| + - l i m i t (or an M P -
l i m i t , respectively)© 
Proof; Let T : < T , á > —* IMI+ be a directed 
presheaf. Put Jk, - 9*(t) -7 i f t á ť ; put *? = 
* ^ t ^ > t ^ > # W e á e f i n e t h e r e l a t i o n H o n t h * 3 e t p ~ 
V i t ? x Jk," as f ollows: 
i ' < t , a > R < ť, a! > <==> t á i ' and J $ fa ) - a . We de­
f ine the r e l a t i o n S on the se t Q » U { t J x Jfe/nv 
t € T i 
as f ol lows: < t ? ot > S < £', oc'><-»> t á ť ' and 
$(cc) * ot' . Let R* and S* be the smallest equivalen-
ce on P and (4 containing R and S respect ive ly . Put 
P Q 
¥= / £ * ? (J =s /^* . Every element p e IP i s d irec -
t e d by the r e s t r i c t i o n R^ of R . N<>w we define presheaívea 
% '• <^ti R ^ > ~~* M s u c h that á£ C < t , a, > ) - a j 
i f í t , a > R ^ < ť , a ' > , t h . . ^ * ^ - ^ * - + * ' . 
I f p e P , put < i f , ; ^ A ^ ; / > € ^ } > = Í ^ M r ^ , 
where we choeae J£ 4* X whenever p •> p # • I f q c Q , 
< t ; o t > e ^ ; a e ^ í a , ^ ^ /Í>* < t , a >€ y i ; V - < * , < * > £ / i / , t l w a 
the re exiata exaet ly oae mapping V (oc ) ; ^ ^ —* ,£., auch 
that jX^ • OG » V Cat) • ^ A ^ • If a la* < ř , oc > € g , 
then evident ly V řot > « V (áS. ) . Now l e t k be tha 
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estegory for which Jkí- H^ ; jv e P } ; i f ZftJ Z^ € JkT, 
thea -feči^,^ W V(oc);oc£ Jk,^Ca.,a'\ <t,a,>efi, <t,a'>e jť l . 
If t e T , put VCa) m Z^ whenever <ttf a, > e p., 
V(OL )« Wot), *£« ^ 3 , ^ whenever >̂ « < *, O, > c / t ; 
then, as i t may be easily proved < * V; * v >; A —• Je, ia 
an M^-functor aa& < i t ) { < * V ; V > j t e T } > i s an 
admiseible direct bound of ^ • Ve shall prove that i t ia the 
ÍM* -l imit of f . Let T* < Jk; {<*% V > ; t e T } > 
be an admiasible direct bound o f # " « I f p e P , 
<t , a > € -/L, <ť / o,/> € -fi 7 then tYícu) -*'YCQf)~ fí>, 
and < & • - í 1 ^ > < t , a > e / L i > iaa- direct bound 
©f 3̂  (in M ) . Denote by j ? í - v JE ita canoni-
eal morphiem ( i . e c g, • *1£ = * - ^ )• If /3 € teC*^, 4>, \ 
then there exiata t e T . oc e ^T* such that 
toVCot) - /3 , Denote ^IfCaO by r . 
1) First , let us prove 
Let t0 Ú t , and put <fc - t $ CoC); O* * oc f 
a / = <*,, , Then ť 1£, * cc - /3 • *?£ a1*1 fi^ao 
y/f • x » 2T
 # ů y * U s i n S * n e «<malities ^ • fv • ť y 
and therefore (#.) holds. 
2) Secondly, we shall prove: i f also ft> » ^S/Coc) for sonte 
ót € %£! 1 then neceasarily !ťíóo) « y . But thia 
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e a s i l y followa f r o a ( * ) and from the f ac t t h a t P i s ad -
missibleo 
Now we define the M* -functor < F ? -ř > : *fe —-* -*t a s 
fol lowa: F(jt^)« jí , FCft) * T, \ m %, • It i s *asy 
t o see t h a t < F , -P > i s the unique M + - func to r such tha t 
< F , -f > • <*V, * i r > - < t Y , t Y > • 
The a s s e r t i o n of the theořem coneerning ÍM| ~ i s obtained 
r ep l ac ing M by i t s duál category* 
Note:From the cons t ruc t ion of IMI^-lkiit i t i s easy t o see 
t h a t the IMI"*" - l i m i t (under the samé assumptions on K , of 
course) has the fol lowing p r o p e r t i e s : 
1) If a l l <4k =• $(t) conta in a category k as a 
subcategory and a l l < t $ , 9> > - * v are i d e n t i c a l 
on f , then the M * - l i m i t < M; {< tV7 V >•, t e T J> 
can bc chosen so t h a t k conta ins T and a l l < * V , **>* > 
are i d e n t i c a l on 1c ; i f \ i s a f u l l subcategory of a l l k^, 
t h e n i t i s a l s o a f u l l subcategory of k . 
2) I f p * <Jt%'7 { < t Y , tyr > ; t G T ? > i s a d i r ec t 
bound of S* such t h a t a l l < * íř ? * y > are epi-M*"-func-
t o r s , then i t i s an admissible d i r e c t bound and i t s canonical 
M** - func tor i s mn epi-M* "functor . 
3) I f s e k ^ (or z e k"* ) , then the re e x i s t t € T 
and ?,'e k* (or z ' e k ^ ) such t h a t z » t V C x / ) . I f 
t 0 e T t a , a ' e kf* , ° V C a ) ^ " l / í ^ ) , then necessa-
r i l y the re e x i s t s t £. t 0 such t h a t * $ (a ) - * § C a ' ) . 
But the analogous p ropos i t i on for morphisms of k+ i3 ge-
neralJy not t r u e as i t i s shown i n Example I«2 ( the d i r e c t 
bound oc i s the IMI+ - l i m i t of T ) • In the fol lowing 
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lemma we shal l prove that t h i s propošition holda ln a very 
apecial čase* 
All these properties of IMI+ - l imi ta w i l l be ušed in the 
following parts of the present páper without e x p l i c i t mention. 
I .7» $e shal l c a l l a couple ( M , I I > a concrete ca~ 
tegory whenever M i s a category and I I : M —ť S i s 
a f a i t h f u l funetor. Let MÍ. be a pos i t ive eardinal number. 
We 3hal l say that a directed se t < T , £ > i s A4i, - i n -
access ible i f i t has no l a s t element and every aet T c T 
with card T0 -̂  AH* has an upper bound in T « 
Lemma: Let < M , II > be a concrete category, l e t 
M háve direct (oř inverse) l imi t s of directed Cor inverse , 
respect ive ly) presheaves, l e t I I preserve these l imita* 
Let i T^ ^ > be an AH. - inaccess ib le directed s e t , l e t 
Ti < T , á > —> Ml4" (or ?, < T, ú > - ^ IM" ) 
be a. presheaf; put -It - &( t ) •, i f t á ť , denote * JT« 
• r < ř * , 5 V > , < * í « t V , V > ; t e T j > - \M+-Jfrm, $* 
(or . . . « JMI"* - H a $ ) . Let t 0 € T , a, a' e k^ , 
* , /3 € 4^ fo,a'), t #VGO - t # V C£ ) . I f c a r d / a l < : ^ 
and a l l mappings I ] c ^ | ; k l —• I * $ í a ) I are onto 
(or a l l mappings [ * g> , | ; | í $ Ca') I — H a ' I are one-
to-one, re spec t ive ly ) , then i$(cc) «* ^ $ C/S) for 
some t £ t • 
Proof: 1) First we shall prove the direct čase: IJT z f 
z'e I a'I, |**t£, líz) - I 'trj Cx') f then there exista 
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t £ t auch that I t q>, \Cx) « I í q>, \(x') . 3ince é V > 
• OL* tfiVCcc). % £ - t #W/3 >•***£,** to i&, • /l tor every i č | a ( 
there e x i s t s t^ fe t o auch that | * $ ( b c ) • ** 9 ^ I (*x ) « 
I * * $ C £ ) • í*qk I C * > • Let t e T f t £ t ^ for 
a l l x e l a l . Then | I § 0 0 • f % l - I f $ <7* > • * % » 
and i t CP | i s onto. 
2) Now we prove the inverse caee: Put b * 
~ 1**1^ |CI t #VCa.)l) j t h s n b C I a I * denote by i : b — > | « | 
the inc lus ion mapping# Since ot • •?£ « t # i /*. * *\/C<*,) » 
" **£,• * t # ^/3 )~ /3 # *#1£ , we háve (cti • i - 1/3 I • i , For eve­
ry x e I a I - b there e x i s t s tw & t such that x é 
* 1 J*y ICI l*§ Ca ) I) . Let t* e T , t i t^ for a l l x e 
č l a l - b . Then I 1 o? I ( l J $ C a ) l ) c i r , and 
therefore \ \ ^ *$ fc t> | - I * . \qj= 1/3- £ g j j - I £<£, • J * 0 « | , 
and \ \<f, \ ia one-to-one. 
I I . Aux^iqry lepnaa. 
I I . 1. Convention. Let M be a category, m e U00 • A aet 
L w i l l be cal led a atar from a i a M (or a atar to m i a 
M ) whe nevěr L ia 3 set of couplea < /u> , /u' > of morph-
iama of M such that AJU • /**', ^ * (C* ** (&' ^ 
a « ja* « ^ ; ju. « f*S reapect ive ly ) . Let L be a 
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s tár from a (oř to a ) ; a morphisia x> ouch that JU. »>>« 
*/C6 / ' V (oř ^ » ^ * V ' ^ ' ) whenever < (JL 7 jcc'> e L 
and every áJ , for which also /C6- * iT « , a / • v (or 
V . ^ = 5> . {<x/ ) for a l l <<cc, (*>'> e L f uniquely 
factor® through V , w i l l be cal led a kernel (oř cokernel 
respect ive ly) of L • 
(Thus a ke m e l of a stár i s a s t r i c t monomorpnisia in the se ra­
se of £8 1 ) • 
Lemm.: Let M be a category, a € Ur , L a s tár from 
a , "» i t e kernel« Let & e M(a,a) such that < {tc • &7 
(A*f • 6* > € L whenever < /cc ? ^ c ' > e L . Then there e -
xists? exact ly one W e M C Ĵ" oT ) such that 6 • 
Přoof t Since ^ • Cď • >> > « <a/» T ^ » >> > for a l l 
< ( U - 7 ^ t ' > 6 L j 6 * ' V uniquely factors through "*> « 
11*2 # Lejflmj: Let M be a replete inversely complete cate -
gory. Let h be i t s subcategory, * e h^ ; l e t k be B f u l l 
subcategory of h such that h^ - k^ « i a ? ; l e t L be a 
atar from a in h such that: 
1) i f < (A,, (u,' > e L , S e M, CCL, a ) f then 
2) I f f c i i ( c , a ) , C e Jfe,*" , thea (U • * « <c</' -ř. 
Then there ex i s t s a subcategory h* of M and an M - - f u n o -
tor < V , v > ;. ^ —* A ' such that 
l i k i s a f u l l subcategory of h ' , < Hf, i^ > i s id tn-
t i c a l oa k # CJi*'.)*'- ^«T * { W C a ) } % 
Z) if < M , f̂ ^ > * L , thea Yc<a) - VU**')* 
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3) i£ < $ 9 <ý > : H —•* H ía a mono-M ~-func tor 
such t h a t $ ( (U. ) «• $ ( ^ 0 / ) whenever < (JL^ ^cť > e L , 
thcn the re e x i s t s exac t ly one W - functor < <$ \ cp'>i 
: h ' —• H such t h a t <$ ?cp> = < # ; 9 > ^ > ' < y , y > . C í ^ ^ 
i s a l so a mono-M*" - func to r . 
Proof: I . We s h a l l ccnatruot J& with the requi red p ro -
p e r t i e s . Choose a kerne l i 6 M ř a ' , í l ) of L so tha t 
n £ k * . For every f g A í c , a ) , C 6" .ie/** , t he re e -
x i s t s exac t ly one •£' e M C c , Q,' ) such t h a t f * i • 
• f . Por every ff e Jh, C a , & ) t he r e e x i s t s exac t ly one 
6*' € M C a ' , a / ) such t h a t 6" < -t « -t * <T'* Let h ' be 
the category such tha t C Jfa' )*" = JkT u ía'} , Jk, i s a 
f u l l subcategory of h ' , Mf Ca.\ a,' ) i s the semigreup 
of a l l ff' * i f fi e - 4 % then A ' Cc , of ) i s tha 
se t of a l l f ' with f e h ( c , a ) , h ' ( a ' f e ) i s the s e t of 
a l l o> * i with v e A C a , c ) . The d e f i n i t i o n of 
^ 1ť, y ) i s ev iden t . Of course , we put yr » -t . 
I I . I f < $ , cp > J A - ^ H i s a mono-M ~* - func­
t o r such t h a t $ C (O. ) * $ ( ( ^ ' ) vhenever < (o.? <a ' > e L , 
t hen a l so f ť C ^ - * c^.- $ f<u ) * ^ « § (<<uS) *(*'•%, a n d 
t he re e x i s t s exac t ly one cf t e M ť $ (o* ) ; CL' ) such that 
9 ^ - -t • g> / . Now i t i s evident how to defina < $ ' , g>'>-
I t i s only necessary t o prove t h a t : 6^ sz ffl ==> $ T6̂  ) - p (Q^); 
But t h i s a s s e r t i o n can be e a s i l y proved using the f ac t t ha t 
( $ , ,q> > i s a mono-M~ - func to r . Evident ly , < § ' 7 9?' > 
i s a l s o a mono-M""-functor. 
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Notě:In what f o l l c w s , the category h# w i l l be denoted 
by " ' V L , st»l the M""-functor < Y, y > w i l l be c a i -
led an L-pro.jectioru 
IIo3. Dafinition* A fa i th fu l functor | | : M —* S w i l l 
be ca l led inverse! y Dower-Dreserving i f i t s a t i s f i e s the f o l -
lovring condit ions: 
1) i f /UL € M (a? Jít ) ia a monomorphisrc, then card l a l 4 
š card I b I ; 
2) i f {CL. > i e J í i3 a c o l l e e t i o n in M t & * A a - . 
then card I & | £ TT cacrd | a. I • 
* 6 j * 
Notě: Evidently forgetful functcrs of many famil iar eat-
tegoriea* of seta with a structure and aai the ir mappings na-
tura&ly induced by t h i s structure are, in most caaes, inver-
sexy power-preserving. 
I I . 4* Conventlon: In the following two lemmas we as sumě 
that a replete inversely completa category M is given, k 
and h are both small subcategcries of U 9 k ia a f u l l 
subcategory of h , h^ - Jcr « «[ m \ * < I f L > : k. ~* 4 t ia 
the inclus ion M~ -funět or» 
Lemma: Let ^ : J —+ Jk. be a diagram in k whioh 
ha# an inverse l imi t d? « ^caí j fa , . ^ .̂ 6 ?** J > in 
k # Let /3 - <ct> í ^ J & e J* l > be an inverse 
bound of 1%^ . Then there ex i*ts a small subcaitegory h' 
of II and an M~-functer < ^ %f > • A - * ^ ' a Uch 
taatj 
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1) k i s a f u l l 3ubca+egory oř h' , < T£y i/r > i s iden-
ticaJL on k , Jtí^-Jť* {a'í, ^CCL) - af ; tha r e s t r i c -
t i o n of y to the se t h(c ,a) i s a one-to-one mapping 
onto the set h ( c ,a ) for a l l c e k • 
2) There ex i s ta ď^u -canonical morphism (to of yfC(l) 
in h' • 
3 ) l f < $ , C ^ > : i , v —y H i s a mono-M~-functor such 
that $ (ďct* ) i s an inverse l imi t of $ I ^ in H , 
then there e x i s t s exact ly one M~" -functor < íf>'? g>' > : 
: M,' —* H such that < $ ' ? cp'> ' ( í r , y > » < $ , 9 ^ 
and $'((**- ) i s the $ CcT̂ /- ) -canonical morphism cf 
$ (fi) in H • 
^$' <?' * i s a mono-M~ -functor. 
Moreover i f í I ; M —> S i s an inversely po-
wer-preserving functor and A>W, i s a cardinal number such 
that Mť > card la l x (card I d I ) ' then 
AbU > card l s ' l • 
Proof: I . V/rite X * 4 ^ 7 a> ) . For every 6* e Z 
pUt « L , * OÉ . P u t i r r r A ť^w *. - /7- A J&- t l i M J 
l e t j£ e M(řL9CL),3£cM(ft,Jb'), JJ € M C^, ^ ) be prokec-
at 
t i o n s . I f JD 'e 51 7 denote by p e M C H 7 tt ) the 
morphism such that <p • ^ * ?r • p f or • tt* T • fc • p * . 
I f 4 e JhCc, a,)r C e Jt**, 6* e H 9 denote by f *" 
the °Qk. -canonical morphism of the inverse bound 
* c > í 3 ^ * &' * ? ^ € *?**? > of ¥$- in k , Denote by 
+* € M ( C , K. ) the morphism such that tf • +*- m 4 ^ 
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Jf • 3T„ ' 4^ « £ . Tt i s easy to prove tha+ 
1) C ď . 4 ) * « &tv • **' ; 
2) ( 61 • O * * ff* • «** ; 
1 1 SL 1 P 
3) č-ř ' *e } * « f* . 96 where ae e Je**' , 
I I . Lei < $ ? <y> > ; A. —• H be a mono-M""-func-
tor sa t i s fy ing the requirements of the Lemma. Denote by £*f 
the canonical morphism of $ ( (l ) i» H • Let <y e? 
e M C $ f c ^ ) ? / t ) be the morphism such that xr • Cf* * cp ? 
%-'%,' QS*' *• *&* f66'* $ £0* ) • I t i s easy to prove that 
1) i f © e I ; then cp • cg — cp*'* $ Ĉ> ) *; 
2) i f f £ Í ( c ; a ) ; c € J f , then f * . <% « 9 * $ # ) ' , 
3) ^ ^ • flP* - % • <u.' , 
I I I . Let L be the se t of a l l couples ( ^ • • ď * ^ ? 
^ i ' ^o-' ^i- ^ > wbere ff" 6 5 1 , #• 6 ^*" and of a l l 
d ) ,C*a ,cTr 4 . i? . i t i s easy to prove (using 1)2)3) of ! • 
and 1)2) of I I . of the present proof) that 
1) if <V,v'>e -L., <p € Z . , then < %>- p * - , 
v ' - p * > e L $ 
2) i f f e A í c , a ) , c * CL ? then v * f * « p ' * - ř * 
whenever < > > ? a > / > e L - ' 
3) ^ • cp * - v ' * g> * whenever < v , v ' > e L . 
Let i be a kernel of L such that a,'s. i, £ 4b*". Denote 
by p'e MCa',a/),4'eMCc,aS), g£,e ML$ CCL) , a' ) the 
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aorphismffor which i • p''**•$/*'< i? -i»4'** i*, i •&' ~ o? * 
IV. Now i t i s evidenthow to dtftii* H \ Put £Lm3L'%.' ** 
Put Jk^sskTu - C a / ? j k i s to be a f u l l suhcategory 
of h ' j l f c e k°* , then h ' ( c , a ' ) i s to be the set of 
a l l f ' where f e M, Cc, a ) , Jhf (a,'? C ) ie to be t l e 
se t of a l l 1? • 7T • i where i? 6 h, (Q,, C ) aud 
of a l l 06 • (U where 36 é M, CcL, c ) -7 >t ' Ca% a-' ) i s 
the smallest semigronp containing a l l p where p e 51 
and a l l ť . (tc where f e J x C ^ č t ) ; i T t o ) * ^ , ^ ~ 
^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ - í ^ y ^ J - p ^ A Í V r f - ^ . I t i s only neeessary to 
pr©7« that 
1) (ďz'^y « ď^ • 6;' whenever ff2, ^ 6 I ; 
2) ( ď • 4 )'s ď' > +' whenever ď e ž , í € JvCc7a)?C* d; 
3) ( «ř • tt. Y e í ' * ^e whenever f 6 4tCc,a)f 9t € JkCc,c'); 
4) l £ • % - -f' « -^ • -ř whene^eir í € Jv (c7 a)7 i* e 
€ M. Co,, C'), c , £ ' e A*~ ; 
5J ď V f ' • C?* • Vk. > whenever & *z 4 - &, ďe H , 
f 6 i i Cc, a >, c *£ a . 
Bnt the proof i t eaail^r aceomplished by using 1)2)3) cf I . of 
the preaent proof and the f s c t that i i s a mono mor phism. 
V. Now i t ie ala o evident how we sha l l define < $ \ c?'> 
<§\ Cf'> %» t o pe egiaal t o < § , g> > on k , §'(a') «• 
* § C a ) , 9 ^ i » *Lreadj defined> #V<a?« ^o/, $ í ¥ ' ) *i 
* $ í f ) wheiirre* i€MCC7CL)^ C +&, §'CC) * § fa- ) 
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whenever & e X and extend $ ' on the whole h . I t i » 
only necessary to prove that 
1) -f' - g? « 9 / . $ C-ř ? whenever f f i ^ t í ' e , a ) , C 4 H ; 
2) %, • fiS - (a. • %,' ; 
3) ^ ' - $ # ) • $ č*e ) whenever^- f '~ ač , + ejh.Cc,a), c*a$ 
4) 9?, • §(&)= 6'» Qp', whenever 6* e SL j 
5) $ C Ó ; ) « § í ď 4 ) whenever £ , , č£ «s 2 1 , e £ « ^ 5 
6) $ ( 1 * ) s $ f i % ) whenever 1*7 , aí^ € A to, £ >, £ * O* , 
^ . lir = n^ • i/r 
7) §>ty) s $ f t » - (Cc' whenw#r ^ e Ji CCL, a ) 7 tf e Jít Cd, c), 
8) $C-f ) ' ^ a / ' $ ú r ; « $ f j O ) wheneirj&r f e h. Cd, a j ? ťT, p € 
9) $ Cí, ) -(*'. §(ďň ) - $ C £ ) •<<*'• $ <T<% J whenever f,, £ C 
But these statements may be easify proved by using the d e f i n i -
t ion ot yCL *'<#', a n ^ * n e ^®ct that < <f gp > i s a mono-
M*-€unctor. I t i s easy t o see that < ty g>' > i s alao a mo-
no-M~ -funotar. 
^ • 5 . Notatioas I f £ i s a semigroup with an iden t i ty 
element e f and V i s an element* 1? 4 2L f denote by 
T (V l the semigroup with tht following propertiea: 
•^ 2I ** a oubsemigrottp of S i (f ) * a ia the iden-
t i t y element cf £L C*) , t .6 Z C r ) ; 
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b) o^: 21 —> H! being a semigroup-hortioidorphism, 
OL. (*& ) being the ident i ty element of H , (p e X , 
there ex i s t s exact ly one homomorphism o,7; Z ^ ; - > H: 
such that qL'C& ) = (O and OL, ** q/• -t whorc by 
i i X —• 2- č ^ ) i s denoted the inulusion homo-
morphisirt . 
Evidently every ó^ c X ( V ) may be uniquely written in 
the form ď « ď • ď * . *» ' 61 • 6\ , wherě 6L «• ^ . 
í fi'?! u { « ? and i f 5> € Z. then 
# « f Ci = l,...7m,-4) . Thia expresaion w i l l be cal ied 
the standard decomposition of ď f STL w i l l be denoted by 
m, C 6 ) • 
11*6. Lemma: Let & ; J —y Jk> be a diagram, l e t 9^» 
» C ct, *7 í í\^ *7 i e J } ) be an inverse bound of I 2T such 
that every inverse bound of 7 in k has exactly one y -
canonical morphism in h . Let / S - < o . ) í ^ . » i € J^} > 
be an inverse bound of I $ , Then there ex i s t s a small sub-
category h ' of M and an M~«functor <Jf >y > : /fe. ->• >Pi/ 
such that : 
J.) k i s a f u l l subcategory of h' , <1£ 9 ip > i s i d e n t i -
cal on k , Jh!*- Jkf « í a ' ř ; a ' « 2f č a ) , the r e s t r i c -
t i o n of y to the act JhCc,a), C e M.** , i s a 
one-to-one mapping onto the set h ( c , a ) ; 
2) There exists? m L V íy ) 1 -canonical morphism /OL of 
TCfl) in fa' . 
3) I f < $ , Cf > : 4v —•*. H i s a* mono-M~"-functor 
such that $ C 3* ) i s an inverse l imi t of <£ I & 
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then there exiatap exactly one M~-functor < $ ^ ' > * $%é'—+ H 
such that < §\ Cf' > • < yf, yr > * < § , 9> > and $ Y(U) » (U,'y 
fa.' being the canonical morphism of $ f/3 ) in H * 
^ $ '? Gp' > i s also a mono-H"-functor» 
Moreover, i f I l : M —• S Í9 an inversely pc-
wer-preserving functor and stu. i s a cardinal such that 
M^ > CCXJUOOL l a, I i*"**'*:"** *>'*.*>» ^ t h e n 
A*U > ZOJUÍ, í a / / * 
Proof: I . Put X * A- č<£, o, ; j f or ir £ X Ptit 
X = X CT ) . For every jD £ X 7 put CL0 « £t j put 
IC =• / \ Q, „ and l e t tfT ; #- —*• O- be proiectiniMU 
Por every ^ e X ' dencte by ď* e M f iť , /c ) the 
morphism for which jr • 6'*' ** TT for a l l p £ 21' 
£> p • 4T • • } • • 
It + e Jh, Cc,&) 7 c * a > put í "
r ~ GT . i when-
ever é T e X j i f 6*a=*tr deriote by ?"ď the nf -cano­
nical morphism o f < C ) { x . * ^ * -i e ?"* J > in h ; 
*£ P € X . 6" • . . . * C i s i t s standard decomposition. 
put ?^ s C f ^ n . ^ - ' ^ ) ^ . l v ident ly , i f p p e X ' 
then í W f f l - « J***! . Denote by f * € M í c , A ) 
the morphism such that CT * 4 « -jTP . Then: 
1) p f , f 2 e ! W JD* • p* « C ^ - jẐ  >* . *he proof i s 
easy. 
2) frč X , - ř e ^ č c , a ; « ^ C ď - 4 ) * * * ď*- * * . Proof: 
l f p é l ' , then * £ v f ď . f ) * » ď ^ ^ ^ ^ í * ' * ' -
í P _ 7 P ' r To prove ď» -ř r *= '•£ use induction on /n> Čjo ) 
i s analogous to 2 ) . 
3) -re* ̂ iítí; a),<dt €Jk,Cc'9e-).*+ ďseřčrf* • ee . The proof 
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4) + e&(c,a), c*a,<pG 21'-+($?)*=$>*. 4* . The» 
proof i s easy. 
I I . Let < $ , cp > ; M, —> H be a mono-M *" -
func tor a a t i s fy ing the requirsments of the Lemma. Denote by 
£A the $ Cy ) - eanonica l morphism of $ C fl ) • Put 
<řf0" ) ** $ t® ) whenever ^ e Z . j i f p € 2 1 / and 
G • *.. • 6 i s i t s standax^d decomposition, put 
*$Cf )-§(&„)• $Cďmif'...' % ) whenever ^ € I , 
3> Cp) « (tc/. $ C6 • . . . • 6J > whenever 6 ^ * f . De-
notě by a'*' € M C $ Ca ) , /t ) the irorphiaa such tha t 
ty * 9* " %, • $ CP > • Then: 
l) ř e r ^ f f * - / « / • $Cer ) . proof: if 
£> e I ' , t he r . ^ . e*-9*~ 7T?fr <y*~ % . ?</>.*> 
3) -ř € A č č , <2); C 4* CL *=* 4* cfe* Cf>* > <£> C4 ) , Proof: First 
prove t h a t § CJ^) * ®C(p) • $ C4) f o r e -
v e r j & €. 21 ? using the induct ion on /n Cp ) * Than 
' * « ) - ^ - 9 > * ' $ > < * ) . 
4) r ^ - 9 ^ « • cp* • (U* . The proof i s eas^f. 
I I I . Let L be the s e t of al.1 couplea < ^ « • Jr 
^i ' ^t-p ^ w J b t ó r e ^ € ^ * * P € ^~'> a n d o f a 1 1 
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couplesj < «f*. t? . í r ^ ď * * (p* > where jz> c Z ' , 
ťf e Z , €T^£-?*, ť e A C c . a ) , e # a - It i s etsy U 
O 7 w O 7 o r ' 
pr-ve (using 1)2)3)4) of I . and 1) of I I . ) that: 
X) f e Z / , < * > , » ' > € L ^ < * > - p * >>'-£>* >•* L . 
2 l £ € ACe,<z>, c * o , , <» ,» '>c . . -L-^^. . f*-r>j ' . -P / t . Proof: 
Eyidentljr, -X . • TT . -ř*« X * jr * «£* whenever 
^ =* a . th«a 4^ . r^-^r .-f*)« c f 0 - # - ^ ^ * ^ * 
3) < ._»>,*>'Ve L *=»>>- g?* ~ v 7 - ^ . 
Let i be a kernel of L such that o/ *=• •£ <£ Jt*" . 
Denote by ^'e tAC'a!.9a/\ f'e MCc7a,'),cp€ MC$ Co,), o / > 
the morphisms far whioh i > p'~ p*» -L9 -£>•?'* •£*, i.»§í— cp*. 
IV. Now i t i s evident how to define the category h' and 
< J, yr > . Bit <<*.*= **', Put Jh.'<r~ Jk* u í a ' í , * 
i s a ful l subcategory of h' ; h (a , a') is the set of a l l 
rf>' where © 6 Z ' ; if c e ^ % then h* (c f a' ) i s the 
set of a l l f' where -ř.e -*tCč,a>, A 7 a ' , c ) ia the 
set of a l l <# • 3f * i where j£> e SI", & e Jh. (<zf a)$ 
It i s only neces3ary to prove that 
1) <fx* (5; ) ' * ď% ' 6lf whenever ďx 7 <?; € 21 ; 
2) ( G V * )'*r tf'. -f * whenever <F € 2. ? 4 e ACc ; a) ? C*aj 
3)..Crf • 9 e ) / = •£'. ae whenever -f ď A 6 ? , a ; , 9 * £ . J t & ^ e ) ; 
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4) ^ . 1 ^ * + ' » iP • f whenever f c Jh, Cc? *>), 1?> e. 
€ h (a,, a' ) ; A , ^ ' e A*" ; 
«5) # ' = 4' • (f^ ' Va, ) whenever & ~ 4 • i? , & & *S- , 
•f e h Cc7 ou')7 4 c A Ca,, a) , c * a, . 
But tbese statements may be ea3i ly proved by using the fact 
that i i s a monomorphism of M . 
V» Now i t i s a lso evident how t o define < §'7 Cf'> , Put 
§ 'Ca') * $Ca>, y', * 9 , < $'9 c/'> i8 to be equaX to 
< $ , 9> > on k , $ ' ( # ' ; = ^ C C ) whenever ff e 
€ X ' ? $>'č<f') « $Cf J whenever f e A Ctf, A > , C ¥• ^ , 
$ ' ( l £ • y ^ l ar $ ^ ) whenever i S e A ^ C) , C 4* 4, -
further, extend $ ' to the whole h ' . I t i s only necessary 
to prove that: 
1) +'. y a cf * § (f ) whenever f č A f t ; 4 ) ; C + 0 , ; 
3) y ' ' áP '^ ' ) ~ ]&'• ^ whenever jZ>'č 21 ; 
4) ř C ^ ? * $ C <% ) whenever ^ 7 ^ e X^ čr'~ $r' ; 
5) $Ci$ , ) ' $'£$>,') = <K*^> • * ' < > £ > whenever *%, ,# a 
But these statements may be eas i l y proved by using the fact 
that < § 0 Cf > i s a mono-M~ -functor. I t i s easy to see 
that < $' 7 <ý'> i s a l so a mono-M"" -functor. 
- SOS-
Kote: It is easy to see that Lemmas duál to Lemmas Ile 
2 and II.5 hold, too. For the proof it is sufficient to re-
place M by its duál category (with the exception of the pro-
position concerning the functor 1 ( )• 
III. Conatruction of completions of a small subcatego-
ry of a, civěn category. 
III. 1. V/e recall some definitiona and propositions given 
in [141. 
Definition. Let P : 7 —* A> be a> diagram^ let 
< a ; í &4, ) * e -3"i y be its inverse*limit. The set T r 
of all triples < a• , &CG")7 X±, > > where & e 3 ti, 'i'), 
will be called the inverse substance of $* in k . Two dia-
grams in k which both háve an inverse limit in k are said 
to be inversel.v equivalent if they háve the samé inverse sub­
stance. 
Notě: The inverse substance T^ , of course, depends on 
the choice of an inverse limit of P . But if T-, and T V 
are two inverse substances of ? , then there exists an iso-
morphism p of k such that < cC, /u> , <*,' > € T <=*> 
<***•> <oí' pp (OL ,<*,'.p} e Tp . Thus two diagrams are inverse-
ly equivalent iff they háve the samé inverse substances. The 
inverse equivalence is a reflexive symmetric transitive rela-
tion on the class P of all diagrams in k which háve 
an inverse limit in k • If £ is a class of diagrams in 
k , denote by V/ some choice-class of <& n D (i.e.t 
no two different diagrams from \j/ being inversely equi-
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va len i and every diagram from G r\ D belng inverse ly 
equivafcnt with some diagram from \£ ) and c a l l i t the 
IftveraeJLy •t fwtaf l t j i l clgaa of qiaflrajfia frgp <& . I f k 
i s email, then S// i s a set* 
I I I . 2 . Pe f in i t lon . Let k be a f u l l subcategory of h , 
l e t i í to, —•* ^ be the incluaion functor, l e t T : 
i J —* A> be a diagram, and l e t ( a , ; í a . *; i e J ^ l > 
be i t s inverse l imi t ( i n k ) • An inverse bound < Jir ${x* ; 
i 6 7*} > of I f in h vd.ll be cal led an inverse 
bound of the inverse substance of 7 ( in k ) I f ^ =• %*' > 
whenever X: - A . , • 
frlfflBM2 !<** k be a f u l l subcategory of h , and l e t 
I : A —• Jh, be the incluaion functor.Let diagrame 
f^ ^ be inversely equivalent in k • Let every inverse 
bound of I ^ i n h be an inverse bound of the inverse 
substance in k • I f I preserves the inverse l imit oř ^ , 
then l t alao jpreservea the inverse l imi t of ^ • 
££pj£L Cf • Lemma 1.5 of £l4J. 
The f ollowing lemma i s well known: 
LejBfll.: Let k be a f u l l subcategory of a category h , 
l e t I s Jk, —* .Jíu be the incluaion functor. Suppose that 
fpr every e 6 h*" there ex i s ta a diagram á£ in k such 
that C M I Mmv^ X..5J. I . Then I preaervea di~ 
rect l imita of a l l diagrams in k • 
Sroof s C8J,£103, Lemma 1.7 of f l 4 J . 
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I I I . 3 . Conventioas Let M be a category, and l e t Z be 
a c la s s of morphisms of M • We sha l l denote by S e n M Z the 
smal lest subcategory H of M such that H"** o Z . 
Lemma: Let M be a replete inversely complete category. 
Let k be a small subcategory of M , 7 : J —* A, a dia^. 
gram. Then there e x l s t s a small subcategory K of M such 
that k i s a f u l l subcategory of K , the inclusion functor 
I : A, —• K preserves a l l direct and inverse l i m i t s a lrea-
dy ex i s t ing in k and I T has an inverse l imi t in K . 
Proof: I . Put r m < % i < \ \ i e Jrí > * *5Sm-M T f 
where I : Jk, —* M i s the inclusion functor and a0 i s 
chosen so that ao £ tď • Denote by A the set of a l l 
inverse bounds of S Aa k • Por every cC * < -0^j í ^ * ; 
i € 2/^ J > e A denote by f^ i t s T -canonical 
morphism in M . Put k0 « genM ( k ^ U 4 •, i 6 2rf u { £ j oíeAV. 
Then evident ly k i s a f u l l subcategory of k0 ; denote by 
I : My —> M,0 the inclus ion functor. 
I I . Denote by D the c lass of a l l dlagrams in k 
which háve an inverse l imi t in k • Put ďL * y whenever 
% * 2", É£* * ^ ^ ^ whenever Sgt € £ . 
Let ^ = < <̂  > -f c^ ; ^ 6 pr^ j > . Let V be 
an inverse ly substant ial $et of diagrams from J> # Let p 
be the smallest ordinal number such that card p i s a regular 
cardinal number and card p > card 2"*' for % e V u 
u t ^ i , ^f-^ ~* «* ' We sha l l def ine a presheaf Ti < \ 9 é >•+ 
~> H"" using the t rans f in i t e induction. 
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I I I . Let £ e T and l e t a presheaf (F: < T , * >-*• 
—>gvj~ be defined aa fo l lows: 
1) í£C0) = J% ; 
let £ftr>- -fe , ^ - " < > ; ^V > , % - I> CO., ) i 
2) k contains k as a f u l l 3ubcategory, JkT~ Jk,r = *í d^, } , 
0" i s identical on JL and v Hf i s one-to-one 
v £, v 
mapping of J 4 ont o Jť where „A1'*- C/ Jk, Ca„ Q, ) • 
3 ) i f ir < ir' < O then every !ff C<m,) where sm 
i s an inverse bound of ^Y ° I *€$. in k^ , *fy e 
£ V/ u {&*$ 9 has a * V CcT ) -canonical raorphism in 
k , t r ' » 
4) i f tr < <? i s non-isolated ordinal, then <.& ; { *(T % 
"* e Tr *> * / M r ~ ^ ^ , where £ : <T " £ , é > - * M " 
i s the r e s t r i c t i o n of OT ; i f v i s a pos i t ive i so lated 
ordinal. V, *>'6 Jk% and »'*¥C\J - *>'• f ^ í c ^ 
for a l l ct e A , then y> » JJ' . 
IV. Now we shal l define kfl and ( ^ í *--ur > . If q 
i s non- isolated, put <h ; i<zY *ys >> ir € X 1 > - M~-J&rn T 
f^ ir v %, £ 
where we choose k- such that i t contains k and a l l 
^ ^ ^ > *"V > are ident ica l on k . Every **Y i s a one-
to-óne mapping of A? onto JI* ** KJ Míca*) a, =• 
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For , i f oc * oí' , then ?fi #* %*' fo r some i e J*) 
V. Let q be an i s o l a t e d ordinal , q = x + 1 • Let P 
be the s e t of a l l inverse bounds of a l l *2f ° I <ígt., ^ € 
e I ř u í ř i which háve no VCcTrta^ ) - canonica l morph-
isnu Let ^ ; F ~> TL be a one-to-one mapping ontok the 
se t of a l l i s o l a t e d p o s i t i v e o rd ina l s from T~ • Vře s h a l l d e -
f ine a j r e s he a f CC : < T- , é > —* UM/"" us.ing 
the t r a n s f i n i t e induc t ion . Let £ e 7 1 and l e t the p r e -
sheaf fL : < T é > —* M l " be defined as f o l -
lows: 
1) Z CO) - A v • 
let \t*»-\9 l'%. <^¥, l'ý? >, v ^ ř ^ ) ; 
2) k^ conta ins k as a f u l l subcategory/, H*- Jkf*> f o ^ J ? 
one-to-one onto Ji*' where j ^ ^ w LJ JSL í c , 8L >« 
J I i s i d e n t i c a l on k f £ 3f mapa *#*" 
3) i f v < q i s n o n - i s o l a t e d , then <J&v • í ^ £1 ; >u, e "£,?>* 
* M"-i<ýnv ^ , where 3^ .' < T^, á > - * Ml~ i s 
the r e s t r i c t i o n of 3t : 
i f v < q i s i s o l a t e d , then the inverse bound 
^ ¥ CfrUr)) has a {*¥ *5T CcT ) ) -canonica l 
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morphism i n k^ . 
Now we shal l define k_ and < * ¥ , * ip > , i r 6 T^ . 
I f q i s non-isolated, the de f in i t ion i s evident. Let 1[ * 
» r • 1 • I f fSl/ ~1 C 5/ ^ ia an inverse bound ef 
o'H[ ° 1 T 9 then use Lemma I I . 5 ; i f i t i s an inverse 
bound of soae *V °1 <fy , <€£ e V/ , th*a use 
Lemma 11*3. Using the trans f in i te induction we háve defined 
the presheaf £ ; < T é > -+ Ml~ , Put < A •, 
•{<"T, "V >S ^ * T - J > - IMT- -&w 31 where 
h i s chosen so that i t contains k and a l l < T 7 " 'y > 
are ident ica l on k . Put a * 4 r f á 4 t ( ) . Let L be the 
se t of a l l couples < y> , >>' > of morphisms of h such 
that V* * 5 and » • C e r *V Ct > 3 - » ' - E V > í t ) J 
for a l l e& e A . I f jO e A> Ca 7 o, ) ; then for every 
00 € A there e x i s t s oc e A such that jo • 
• [ T *YC^)1 - T ^ f £ , > . c o n w ^ n t l y , i f < >»,»'>é 
6 L , then < sJ - JO ? v' • p > 6 L . Put ^a = "V^ , 
: *#x —> Je, denotea the L-projection M~ -functor. 
VI. Using the transf in i te induction we háve defined the 
presheaf Ti < \ ? 4 > —> Ml"" j t f g , £ ' € T ^ . , 
let %)^i2L, fr -< £ V, 2V>, ^i* ^ ^ > , ^ C - ^ -*&&,«%>; 
put < K-, { < * 0 ? * t f > ; £ e T } > » M ~ - i < w íT where K; 
ia chosen so that k i s s f u l l subcategory of K and a l l 
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< * 0 *"i> > are ident ica l on k • Evidently every 
*9 i s a one-to-one mapping of Ať onto the set 
Jí * U K ( C , a ) (cf . IV. of the present proof) . 
Put a, - "©ča^ >, I * "6 °l , fr^** °® t+oc > •• We shal l 
prove that K and I háve a l l requlred properties. P i r s t of 
a l l , we s h a l l prove (<*) and ( * * ) • 
( * ) I f 
for a l l oc € A 7 then %; «* >j' . 
Proof: Chooae £ 6 T^ , ^ ; <€*/ e ^ ^ ^ 7 e ' when-
ever c e k*" f (U, (U,' €. Jk, (a, . o. ) whenever 
c * 9 such that * é > C ^ ) « i>; ^6C^) - %>' . lf f or s o -
me ^ 6 A there i s ^ - f^C-f^ )4* (u! * ¥(4^ ) , then 
since i s one-
to-one on k/W' u JI** and then %> • q, ***%>'• a, . 
Consequently i f v • a* • ' > > ' • gu, f cr a l l oc e A . 
then a l so (O, - fW ££. ) « <*</ • J3T ť 4 ) for a l l <* 
and then *^!řC<Cí,> - **^ Y č ^ ' > . 
( * * ) i r 
5t <s ~T^ l a isolatedythen * 0 i s one-to-one. 
Frooff; Al l * £ are one-to-one on k/nu o> JLZ , Let 
q be i s o l a t e d , pc, <u.' e A * ' , a ^ = ^c? * ^Č?' and 
^ Q C ^ ) ^ *6((t'). Then <* • * ¥ < £ > « <a'« JST f 4 > for 
a l l (X € A . For, i f ^ • *¥(*« ) * (* • *Y C ^ > for 
sooe x e A , then, since *Q i s one-to-one on 
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MT u A* , there ia z6 (<a • **(& )) * tfffp'. *^f£ ))f 
i .e» *& (<us) • q, =# *G (<oť) • 9 ^ Now we use 4) of 
III* of the present proof. 
VII. Uaing (*.) one may e a s i l y prove: 
1) I f ^ 6 JD ; then every inverse bound < a > -C f̂  ; 
£ €. J ^ J > of I *€£- i s an inverse bound of the i n -
verse substance of *££ in k . For, i f o£ m cC. for 
aome.j , j ' £ / ^ , then necessar i ly %f <& m •£, ' &, 
for adl oc 6 A . 
2) I f ^ e ]D u -C T} f then every inverse bound m, 
of I ^ has at most one [ °8 CdL» ^ 3 -canonical mo-
nomorphism in K • I f ( rrrj) e JkT then t h i s i s evident. 
Let {mv) * a and l e t y> ? v ' both be í*9Ccfy ) J -
canonical morphiam of irt • Then ° 0 (c£ ) • x> • 9. =* 
- ° 0 Cc£ > • V 7 . ^ f oř a l l ~j> e f , oc é A ? and the-
refoře i> * v ' • 
VIII . The proof w i l l be finished by proving that every in ­
verse bound <ru * < a> y í §J j £ e ^ } > of 1 ^ , where 
^ e / u { f } ; h a a a t least one £ °# čc£L ) J -canoni­
cal morphiam in K . Tlierefore i t i s suf f i c i ent to f ind g e 
€ T^ and an inverse bound rm, of f 3T °I *fy i n k, 
•uch that t Q Caru ) ** m . For, **1 WC<m,) has a 
-canonical morphiam (U i n k_ and 
then e v i d e n t l j 2+<1 0 C (U ) i s a C ° e ( o ^ ) J -cano­
nica l morphiam of /yv in K . Now wi f ind auch o e T 
7» p. 
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and f iv. Put e- = ^ Cg- ) . Por every j e ^ ^ cho©* 
s« <7J e 7" and /o*. 6 M> .CCL , C* ) such that 
* * » < < * * > - ? * • Pot l-if^Sti,?*- Č ' ^ ' 
Since < * * ) holds there ia ^ I T c ^ ) - ^ ^ ) • ^YC^) 
whenever ď e ^ ^ > ? ' * • P u t £ s £ ** >̂ ** * 
Then H/ has the required propert ies . 
I I I . 4 . The ořem: Let M be a replete comptete eategocy, k 
i t s small subcategory. Then there e x i s t s a complete subcate­
gory K of M such that k i s a f u l l subcategory of K and 
the inclus ion functor I * Jk, —• K preserves d irect and 
inverse l i m i t s of a l l diagrams already ex i s t ing in k . 
Proof: Using Lemma I I I . 3 and i t s duál one maj e a s i l y con-
struct a small subcategory k of M , for every cardinmL 
number stu , so that 
1> K s k i 
2) t f 444, ** A*- then k ^ i s a f u l l subcategory of k ^ 
and the inclusion functor T* : Je, —> Jt> ia 
( a l l f a l l ) -preserv ing; 
3) i f ^ ; £ —* Jk^ ia a diagram such that card ^ é 
ú 4M- , then l £ ^ has a d irec t and aa inverse l i -
mit in k whenever ^ > AU* 
Put K ~ KJ As 
I I I . 5 • Notě: Using The ořem III»4 one may e a s i l y proves Lajt 
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( Je? li > be a small concrete category. Then there exiata 
a concreté category < K. ; I/5*6 > auch that K ia complete, 
k i s a f u l l aubcategory of K f the incluaion functor 1 ; 
:Jfe-*K ia ( a l l , a lD-preserving and II » 11* • I • 
I I I . 6 . Convention: Let M be a category, l e t k be i t « 
small subeategory, l e t < I , Z > i M, —* M be the i n c l u ­
aion I f - functor . Let f j C7 —• -*fc be a diagraat which 
has an inverse l imit i n k • We shal l say that *uni^ 1ť ia 
absolute wheatver &w/^ T ** -Ž^n.M I ^ * 
33F ř i i t b f u l M""-functQr we mean an M~-functor < § , cf > 
aueh that $ i a f a l t h f u l and a l l 9 ^ are isomorphiama of M. 
Lejaafl: Let M be a replete inversely complete category, 
l e t k be i t s email subeategory, l e t <T , Z > : Jk, —+ M be 
the incluaion I f - functor , and l e t #*: J —y M, be a d ia­
gram* Then there ex ia t s a small subeategory h of M such 
that k ia a f u l l subeategory of h (denote by < L, u > : 
: A —¥ <to>,<T, o >;H-+M the incluaion iT-functors) and 
1) there ex ia t s & n ^ 1 ^ aad i t la abaolute; i f 
c^fi- i £ —f M, has an absolute inverse l imi t i n k , 
then I preserves i t ; I i s a l i -preserving; 
2 > i f <$ 7 cy y t M, —> Jh! i s a f a l t h f u l M~-functor which 
preserves absolute inverse l imita and $ 5" haa an ab-
aolute Inverse l i m i t in h ' , then there e x l s t s a f a l t h f u l 
IT- functor < $ ' , &'> 1 <h -+ Jhf such that 
< $ ' , 9>' > • < I , o > * <<$> > 9> > • 
Proof s Denote by ^ the c lass of a l l dlagrama in A> 
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which háve an absolute inverse l imit in k • Choose T m 
- <a,', i a . •, i e 3*y > - £ M í ř so that a +At. 
For every inverse bound oc of & in k denote by f^ i t s 
tf -canonieal morphism. Put Jk>0 * <^e/n^M CZC^u <- &i *> 
< 6 3 ^ } u í f . : « J C } ) . Let L « U„ M Ccu, C ) . Let 
p be the smallest ordinal number such that card p i s a re-* 
gular cardinal number and card p > card L . We sha l l con-
struct h using the trans f in i te induction. If £ € T^ , 
put Jt - 0a/n> f , ^ J^"^ ) , denote by I ; Ji-* l% 
the inclus ion functor; l e t S e L be the set of a 11 ca-
nonical morphisms of a l l inverse bounds m of a l l I ^ř-
in Z , where ^ 6 V/ u T , such that C ^ w ) -
sr a j put M^ « 9*^M ( Z^ u S^ ) . Put h = 
88 ^ ^ ^ ^«r "*eVV ^ • T h e n evidently h has a l l required 
propert ies . 
Theorem: Let M be a replete complete category, l e t 
k be i t s small subeategory. Then there ex i s t s a complete 
subeategory K of M such that 
1) k i s a f u l l subeategory of K and the inclus ion func­
tor I : K - > M ia (a l f , a l l ) -preserving; 
2) i f H i s a complete subeategory of M such that k i s 
a f u l l subeategory of H and the inclusion functor I' : 
: H * M i s ( a l l t a l l ) -preserv ing , then there e x i s t s a 
ía i th iu i M""-functor of K into H which i s ident ica l on k • 
Proof: The theorem may be e a s i l y proved by a suitable 
i t era t ion of Lemma I I I . 6 and i t s duál. 
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III. 7. Kote: l) One may tasily prove theorema ana&ogoua 
to Theorem III.4, III*6 but.concerning either direct oř in­
verse limita only. 
2) Using a suitable iteration of Lemma III*3 and the lemma 
duál to Lemma III.6 one may easily prove the following 
theorem: 
Theorem: Let M be a replete complete category, k 
i t s small aubcategory. Then there ex i s ta a complete subcate-
gory K of M such that k i s a f u l l subcategory of K , 
the inclus ion functor 1 '. M, —v K preserves? a l l inver-
se l imi t s and the inclusion functor I ; K —y M pre-
serves a l l direct l i m i t s . 
IV. M~( (& ,V) and M+( G ,V)rQo«fl-«třlffPg and 3PP** 
theorema concerning their ex i s tence . 
IV. 1. Def init ion: Let M be a category, k i t s aubcate­
gory. C a c lass of diagrams in k , V a c lass of d ia ­
gram schemas. A subcategory K of M w i l l be cal led a 
M~ C <& , V ) -completion of k whenever 
1) k i s a f u l l subcategory of K , K i s V-com£lete, the 
inclus ion lff~-functor < I f t, >*.Jk, —• K i s <£r -
preservingr 
2) if < $ 9 cf > ; M, —+ H ia a C -preserving mo-
no-M" -functor into a V-complete subcategory H of M f 
then there exista a -preserving M -functor < $ , 
Cf > : K —* H ? unique up t o natural equivalence, such 
that < $ , 9>> « < $ ' , <J?'> • < I , L > . Moreover 
< $ % Cf" > i a ala© a mono-M"* -functor. 
Notě: Eviďently i f K̂  and K£ are bota M"C<B.. V ) -
**62Ů 
•ompletioas of k , then they are M -equivalent. 
Notes The definition of the duál notion of M+((Bf V > -
completion is evident. We obtain it by replacing the category 
M by i t s duál category. 
I?#2. T'tiffll fl?- ket S be a set and let z be the small-
est ordinal such that card z is a regular cardinal and 
eappď z > card S « Let be given, for every £ £ T^ y a de-
•ompošit ion 2) of S such that «®L is a refinement of 
3) wheneter £ á cg' . Thaa there exists x € T^ 
sueh that S- « ^ for aLl q £ x • 
Proof; Por every J> e 3)c ; £
 € 1*, ? denote by A^ 
the element of 2L for which J> c A*' . Silice < At ; 
£ JS TX\ is 83 monotone systém of subsets of S , there e-
xlats x € T such that A^ = A * whenever q é z . • 
Pat x » <*^1/ * • 
Lemma b): Let M be a category, and let h be its 
•mail subcategory. Let z be the smál lest ord inal such that 
card z is a regular cardinal ond card z > card h"n' • Let 
& i < \ , * > "-> Ml" be a presheaf, and le*Ířč£>^A. 
Let 
1) yf0) « Jh . 
2) tt q is non-isolated, then < Jh,Q \ i
%V \ o' e T } > -
• IML-- -tóm, tř^ , where % : < T^ f é > -» M " *» 
a restriction of $/ • 
3) if q = o'+ 1 , then A - A ^ , and * y is the 
L. -projection M~-functor where L^ is a stár froa & e ^ 
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Then there exista x € T such that (tc « ^cc' trn? 
Proof: T̂  q ' á q , le t *íf • < * 2 , * f > . Erident-
ly ~ H i s onto* Denote by the samé symbol *; 2 the 
induced mapping of the set Jl%* onto the set Jv" . Iř 
*L 6 ~Q > denote by «2L the decomposition of Jv^ in-
duced by the mapping ^Zl and use Lemma a)* 
o 
IV»2. Lemma: Let M be a replete infersely complete catego-
ry, let k be a small subcategory of M .Let © be a class 
of collections in k f T a collection in k • Then there e-
x is ts a small subcategory K of M such that 
1) k i s a full subcategory of K f the incluaion M~-functor 
< I , L > : 4 t . - * K i s (a l l , & )-preserving and 15" 
has a product in K ; 
2 ) i f < § 9 cp> : M, —• H is a IT -preserving mono-
If-functor and $ & has a product ln H , then there e-
x is ts an M" -fuactor < $ ' , gp'> : K —* H , uniajue up 
to natural equivalence f such that <$\ Cf"> ' <1, L > » < $ , g> > 
and $ ' preserves the product of I T . < # ' , 9>"> i s 
a mono-M"-functor. 
Proof; I* Be given k , ť$ , 9>->:-%-*. H, (D , r : 3 -ř M, 
with the properties of the Lemma* Denote by X .* A ~+ M the 
inclusion f unctor. Put ^ « ^Ci ) , i c 7*". Choose ct » 
*^a* J **£ > * € ^ > * - ^ ^ M * ^ > f o r every inverse 
bound 6c of .T in k denote by f^ tts <y -canonical 
morphiaa ln M • Put M0* 9*n>M tMT u < J% \ i 6 J"í u í ^ j <*,}). 
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Evidently k ia a f u l l subcategory of k 0 , denote by 
< * I, °L >; Jk, —* Jk,o the inclusion M~-functor. 
I I . Let < A 5 < F* ) i e J*} > - t£m,H $ 0* , l e t 
gT G M ( A t <%,0 ) be the 3*" -canonical morphism of 
< A ; { g^ • F> -; i 6 Cřrj > in M . I t i s easy to see that 
( $ , 9 ) may be e s s e n t i a l l y uniquely extended t o < $, °&>: 
:-fcř —•• H . Gf course, we put ° g ^ *• 9^ . I t may be eaa i ly 
proved that < ° $ °Q> > i s a mono-M""-functor. 
I I I . Let J> be the c lass of a l l co l l ec t ions in k which 
háve a product in k • Put o(JL « y whenever ^ •* 5^ 
0 ^ « Ž ^ ^ whenever ^ 6 D . Let o ^ « < < * ; { < £ , 
Í" e ? ** \ ^ • ke* ^ be asn inveraely subatantial set 
from D r\ G . Let p be the smallest pos i t ive ordinal such 
that card p i s a regular cardinal number and card p > card^*1, 
whenever <%. : £ - + * , , <fye V/ u i F } . Using 
t rans f in i t e induction and Lemmas I I . 4 f I I . 6 one may conatruct 
the přesnéaf (T : < "T 7 £ > —* ÍH"~ and i t s admis-
s i b l e inverse bound F « <T H ; {<*$,zy> > -; £ € T^ 5 > 
(we may suppoae that H i s small) such that (put ^ f £ ) ** 
1) íTC^) = Jk*0 y M, contains k as a f u l l subcatego-
ry , J ^ - ^ - f ^ í , O ^ ^ ^ C O , ) - , %T i * 
ident ica l on k , * W ia a one-to-one map ping of JI** 
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onto the set Ať where AA * U ^ J e C c , ^ ) , 
2) i f Q < q* and /m, i s an inverse bound of some 
t
ů^°lce^J <e£ e V/ u <TÍ in k^ , then %¥c»n) 
has at l eas t one í % }fCd^ ) 1 -canonical morphism in & < 
3) Al l <*"$ 7 *-y> > are mono-M" - functors . 
(The construction i s analogous to that given in the proof of 
Lemma 111*3•) 
Put <Ky{<*6,*<# >)%e\l>= M~-JUm, T9 Z* °BCa,p), 
<Í,Z > - < * e / < * > • < # 1 , ^ > • Then < T , I > ; Jk,r+ K 
i s the inclusion M~-functor onto a f u l l subcategory of K • 
Denote by < $'f $ > the canonical morphism of P in JMI". 
Then < $ , $ ? > i s a mono-M"* -functor* Every inverse bound 
m of Tq^. in 1 , <ty e V/ u i 2* J has, in K , at 
l e a s t one í °&(.&*<&. >J -canonical morphism (the proof of 
thia assert ion i s analogous to VIII* of the proof of Lemma 
1X1*3); i f m * l ( n ) f where n i s an inverse bound of <̂ ř- in 
k f then i t has exact ly one °Q íď&t ) -canonical morphism 
in K . 
IV. Let q,^. 9. °&C'<toC ) . Let L be the set of a l l 
couples ( (i. , (U' > such that pt, « ^ , (A?* :£,, 9 where 
v O* '7 i % i } £> 6 ^ l > i s an inverse bound of some 
T ^ , CVL e G a JD , and cQ - ď., (we r e c a l l that 
O ^ r 1 ^ < ^ « r < c i j < c ^ -, £ € ^ ^ í > ) # Evidently, i f 
ď e K Cčř, č í ) , <(«/, (a/ > e L ,thea <(/.• G7 (uf> C > e L . 
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I f < (JL 7 ft,' > e L , then $ C ( U ) » ^ C ( a / ; and fx • g .̂ =• 
= f^/' &*, foT a :L1 ^ • P u t ^o * ^L •> d e n o t e b # 
< R ? p > : K —> K0 the L-projection M""-functor, A0 « 
- R C £ ) . Then every inverse bound of every R I <Čĝ  <££. e 
6 flx n JD in. K0 ? i s an inverse bound of i t s inverse substan­
ce in k . Let < ° $ \ ° 9 > »' K0 —• H be the M" -funa-
tor such that < $ 9 9? > « < * § , ° ^ > - ^ fc ? p > . <0"§>9 °g? > 
i s m mono-M" -functor. 
V, Let z be the smallest ordinal number such that card z 
i s a regular cardinal number and card z -> card K^ •Using 
Lemma Ho2 and the trans f in i te induction i t i s poss ible to con-
struct a presheaf šč : < T , £L > —* ÍMl~ and i t s ad-
missible inverse bound F =• <H) *£<*-#, ^9? > > £, <s ~C J > 
such that (put š 6 C £ > « K^ ; £'ž£ « < * A , *'*. > )* 
1) &(Q) =• Kc *, a l l K contain k as a f u l l subeate-
gory; K ^ - ^ - Í ^ J , V fACA* } i £ * 
are ident i ca t l on k ; jflA. are onto; 
2} i f q i s non-isolated, then < K^> < *££ ; g ' £ T^ í > •» 
= M~-Mn,X% where ^ : < T ^ ; é > - * M ~ ia thc 
r e s t r i c t i o n of 56 » *í 2, * ž'"*" ^ >• t h e n K * £ / L 
and ^,£C i s the L^ - project ion M^-functor where I i ^ 
i s the se t of a l l couples K %> ? v ' > such tha/t V and 
U ' are both [ *'.A R e 0 C C / ^ ) H -canonical 
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a* — 
morphiams of an inverse bound <m of * A R 1 c€^ , 
where <tfr € VT u <&i, \ nn I = A ^ ; 
3) a l l < ^§ , *Čp > 'are mono-M ""-funětors« 
Using Lemma Vl.l.b) we can show that there exists x e T^ 
such that L x consists of couples < V ? i ) ' > for whieh 
V « V 7 . It is easy to see that K = K x ; < § ', 9?' > * <M$, 
*§>,<!, L>-<*A.9**>-<R,p)'<lt t > háve all required pro-
perties. 
IV»3# Using Lemma IV,2 and the transfinite induction one 
may easily prove: 
Theorem: Let M be a replete inversely complete category, 
let V be a class of discrete diagram schemas. Let k be a 
small subeategory of M , let G be a elase of collections 
in k • Then there exists an M ~ C & , V ) -completion K 
of k . The inclúsion fumctor I ; Jt -* K ts aií-preaer-
ving* If V is a set, then we may chooae K small« 
Not es If we replace the categcry M in the Theorem by 
ittt duál category ÍT , we obtain the duál theorem concerning 
M4" ( <& , V ) -completions. 
IV. 4» Lemma: Let ( M• \[ ) be a conerete eategoryw Let 
M be replete directly complete, let i I preserve direct li­
mita of direct presheaves. Let k be a small subcategory of M, 
let G be a set of diagrams in k f and let T be a dia­
gram in k • Then there exists a small subcategory K of M 
such that 
1) k is a full subcategory of K f the inclúsion M"*"-func-
tor <f I, L > : Jt -* K i« C <&*, Sil ) -preser-
ving; I 9 haa a direct limit in K ; 
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2 ) l f < § , 9 > > ; A, —• H i s a G -preserving e p i -
M^-functor and $ ^ has a direct l imit in H t then 
there e x i s t s an M+-functor < $ ' , c? '>: K -» H uni -
que up to natural equiváfence such that <$fcf>* <$',£?'>• 
• < I ? {. > and ( $ ' , 9 O preserves the direct l imit of 
I T . < #% 9 ' > i s an epi -M + - functor . 
Notě: The proof of the Lemma i s based on the samé prin-
c ip le as the proof of Lemma IV. 2 . But the ident i f icat iona 
which we háve made at the end of the proof of Lemma IV. 2 
would now lead to the appearance of new direct bounds. We 
sha l l now aketch the proof of Lemma IV, 4 and show where i t 
d i f f ers from that of Lemma IV.2 # 
ECfiSf : I . Be given Jk,, <&,?: 3-*Jk,, < $,<#> : M,-+ H 
with the propert ies of our Lemma; put &(+ > » ^ ; denoťs 
by I : Jk, —• M the inclus ion functor. Choosa y** 
*<Q-o'){% '} i € J**J > « i^m,M I &. For every direct bound oC 
of í" in k denote by f^ i t s ^ -canonical morphism. 
Put A e = ga/n^ CMT' u {1% -, + e 3*} u í^ ; OL } ) . Evi-
dently k i s a f u l l subeategory of k0 , denote by < *I , 
cl > s Jk, —v Jk,0 the inclusion M4"-functor. <$,<?> 
may be e s s e n t i a l l y extended on < * $ , °cp>: te,0 —h H ao 
that °<f> C3" ) « Mm, $ ÍF ; of course, *5f&0 i s the 
X -canonical morphism in M of the direct bound <A y íWJ • 
' %i ') * £ V S > of T ? , where < * > * 1 ^ ; 
i 6 Ur } > * Myyn'H $ ^ • i y ident ly < ° <$ , 'c?
 v 
i s an epi-M"*'-functor. 
I I . Let p be the smallest ordinal number such that 
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card p i s a regular cardinal number, card p > carfl .̂ P'm" 
whenever ^ ; £ —* Jk,, ^ € & u & and ear« p > 
> card I c | whenevěr c e k *~ « Denote by <G the set 
of a l l ^ f € G for which Msm^ ^ e x i s t s . Put 
o C * "^^m^ ^í - whenever <€[}»€ £ , < £ « T whenever 
ty = f. Let o^, * < c*> -fc£ ; ^ e ^ f^J > - Using 
transf in i te induction and Lemmas I I . 2 , I I . 4 , II«6 f IV02.b) 
one may construct a presheaf !ť : < T^ 7 h > —> ÍMI* and 
i t s admissible direct bound F « <H'>-t<Z$7*-Cf>> j 
£ e "̂  * > 3uch t h a t : 
(put rce>« ^ , f r - <JV, *V > J 
1) £TCO) « Jt c -; <k,% contains k as a f u l l subeate-
i s ident ica l on k f J 3T i s a one-to-one mapping of 
the set u££ onto JI?-' where ^ ^ » CJ Jk Ca £ ) • 
e e -Kt* x ř.; > 
2) i f q < q' , then every J ^ č"1^ > where /m, i s a 
direct bound of some *V 9l<fy, <%> e G u < T} , 
has fipcacjtljc £nj£ J F (cJJ* ) -canonical morphism in k- ,; 
3) a l l < **§ *cp > are epi-M*-functors . 
(If a l l Jt, , t <jj < g , are defined, one may define 
Yo using the construction [with small modificationsJ given 
in I I I , - V, of the proof of Lemma IV.2 . ) 
Put < K • {*©,*!* > -; <l e T^ } > « IMT*"- Xí*n, íT ; where 
K i s chosen so that K containa k and a l l < **Q 9 *"& > 
are ident ica l on k . Put O* = °9Ccib ) . Put C I , t > * 
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- <*d 7 *<& > ' < % ^ J U . . Denotft by < <f', 9>'> the 
canonical morphism of F • 
I I I . N0w we shal l prove that K has a l l requlred proper-
t i e s . Let nm, - < Cly «C \J ', & e ^ } > be a direct bound 
of some I <ty, , ^ 6 E" u «C Ti . Put t . « ^ # ) . Por 
every .̂ € £ * choose o » € T I and P. e Je^ , so 
that **6 C£^ ) ~ K} • • ' S i n c e c s*rd P > c a r d '*-•' f o r 
a l l 3. € *£* and a l l I * i | # i are ident ica l mappings of the 
set I tu I onto i t s e l f , one may use Lemma 1.7; then for every 
ť e 3 ^ C * , * ' ) t h e r C exists£r^Tft; Ž ^ Ž ^ fc.* %, 
such t h a t ^ ar c ̂  ) m *f ar c ̂  > • ^ c &- > , put 
. í í t j J ^ € ^ř r J > i s the direct bound of * 3f °I Ŝ ř- for 
which ^ 6 í / m . ' ) s 'W and therefore m has at l eas t one 
Q CoC^ ) -canonical morphism in K . Let xc and £*/ be 
both ^ 9 ^ 0 ^ ) -canonical morphisms of i t in K , i . e . 
<U . "0 Cc£ )«<«,' "0 CcT. > for a l l i e £". Then there e -
x i s t s £ e 7 ^ and V , v ' € J t ? v such that p+ ** 
- *0 C» >; p!-
%QCv'). Since % C» • * y c o £ » - (U, • 
• °0 CcT- ) *<€*'. 'SCcK >«*Sftj'. JlT C ^ >> , we get, using 
Lemma 1.7 again, that there exists Q . & o such that 
Jrfv).^^)-?^').^^), put £ = .^ě>, 
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are both [ *¥ C<fL ) J -canonical morphisms of the direct 
bound <a% , <& • f r (c% ) j ^ e ^ í > of f V "I <^ 
in k~ and thus ^ 1K C<£ ) «. £ g l č ( t c ' ) 5 conse-
quently (tc * ^o. ' -
IV.5<» Theorem: Let C M ? I I ) be a concrete category, 
l e t M be replete d irec t ly complete, l e t l I preserve 
direct l imi t s of directed presheaves. Then for every small sub-
category k of M there e x i s t s i t s M"1" C <& V > -comple-
t i on K , where <& ia an arbitrary £e£ of diagrame in k , 
V i s an arbitrary c lass of diagram schemas. Moreover, the ifl-
c lus ion functor I : M, —> K i s a l l -preserving. I f V 
i s a s e t , then we may choose K small* 
Proof: Use Lemma IV, 4 and the transf in i te induction. 
Notě: I f in the Theorem the category M i s replaced by 
i t s duál category M , we obtain the theorem concerning 
M~ C <& , V ) -completions of small subcategories of M • 
But in t h i s duál theorem the assumptions about M doesnot 
seem to be nátur a l , námely the existence of a contravariant 
f a i t h f u l functor P ; M —• S which turns inverse l imi ta 
of inverse presheaves into direct l imita* In what fol lows we 
sha l l prove the theorem concerning M~ CG ? V ) comple­
t i o n s in which the assumptions about If are s a t i s f i e d e v i -
dently by many familiar categories , but t h i s being doně under 
a strong assumption about the set-theory# 
IT.6* We reca l l that a cardinal number H^ i s cal led 
strongly inaccesaible i f i t i s an uncountable regular cardinal 
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such that 
H ^ * K ^ ~ » l"* < . K r . 
Convention: In the fol lowing we assume that for every Car-
dinal number MÍ, there e x i s t a a strongly inaccess ib le Cardi-
nal greater than MH» 
Theorem: Let C M 7 \ \ ) be a concrete category f l e t 
M be replete inverse ly complete, le+ /( preserve inver-
se l imita of inverse presheaves and be inversely power-preser-
ving, Then for every small subcategory k of M there e x i s t s 
i t s M""("<&, V) -completion K , where <& i s an a r b i t -
rary se t of diagrams in k , V i s an arbitrary c la s s of d ia -
gram schemas. Moreover, the inclusion functor I : -*fe —* K 
i s all-preservingo I f V i s a s e t , then we may choose K 
smallo 
Proof: Let C M ; II ) s a t i s f y the assumptions of the 
Theorem, l e t k be a small subcategory of M , l e t €T be 
a set of diagrams in k , l e t T : 3 —* M, be a diagraau It 
i s suf f i c i ent to show that i t i s poss ible to jo in an inverse 
l imit of F t o k so that a l l requirements are s a t i s f i e d . 
The proof i s analogous t o the dual izat ion of the proof of Lem-
ma IV. 4. We must only se t p to be the smallest ordinal num-
ber such that card p i s a strongly inaccess ible cardinal 
and card p > card y ^ whenever ^ '-£-+<&, ^ € 
t u í ř l , &&rd ji > card l atf 1 » where cu0 « ( -*£*%, 1 &) 
( I í A - > M i s the inc lus ion functor) , card p > card t el 
for a l l c € k r , card p > card k'm' , so that we may use the 
inverse čase of Lemma 1.7 at the énd of the proof. CVtoo$án£ -ft 
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in $mh a w#y, we Háve card x̂ > eard l a l f<?r m <l^\» 
CThis follows from the a s s e r t i o n s about an inve r se ly power-
prese rv ing functor i n Lemmas 11.4 ,11.6 and the f a c t t h a t 
( I : M —> S nreserves inverse l im i t a of inverse p r e -
sheaves and i t i s i nve r se ly power-preserving.) 
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